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ANNOUNCEMENT DETAILS 

1. What change is being made to the SKUs? 

We are announcing the availability of new Cohesity Software Services SKUs. Instead of ordering 

multiple-component SKUs when you sell Cohesity, you’ll simply order a single, Software Services-based 

SKU addressing a specific use case such as Cohesity DataProtect, Cohesity SmartFiles or Cohesity 

SiteContinuity. For example, the DataProtect Services SKU for the backup use case includes multiple 

components— DataProtect, Helios Platform, Cloud Archive, CloudArchive Direct, CloudSpin, etc. These 

new SKUs will dramatically simplify your quote-to-order process. 

 

2. Why did Cohesity repackage the existing, individual component-based SKUs with Software 

Services-based SKUs?   

Cohesity is a software company. This Software Services-based SKU model is more closely aligned with 

how we go to market.  

 

In addition, for our sellers, the new SKUs: 

• Reduce complexity: With multiple SKUs, the quoting process can be complex for our customers 

and partners. A single SKU will reduce the need to negotiate on every line item and help 

accelerate the sales process. 

• Ease customer expansion into new use cases: It’s easier for customers to adopt new, adjacent 

use cases when services are bundled. An example of this is Microsoft 365 which includes several 

different applications to add onto the software platform.  

• Provide consistency: Instead of selling point products, the Software Services SKU will help unify 

our on-premises and SaaS offerings to a consistent product definition, licensing and selling 

model, no matter how customers choose to deploy Cohesity.  

 

3. What different software services can customers run on the Cohesity data management platform? 

• DataProtect Service 

• SmartFiles Service 

• SiteContinuity Service 

• Archive Service 

• DataProtect Replica Service 

• DataProtect Advanced Service  

 

 



 

4. What capabilities are included in each data service? 
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5. How does this SKU change benefit customers? 

For customers, the new SKUs: 

• Simplify operations: Instead of dealing with multiple component licenses, customers only need 

to purchase a single Software Service SKU without worrying about what capabilities they are 

authorized to use  

• Ensure precision sizing: A single and consistent usage meter helps customers easily understand 

and purchase the quantity they need 

• Deliver predictability: A single and consistent license provides greater transparency and 

predictability as customers plan for future expansion   

 

6. How does this SKU change benefit partners?  

The new SKUs enable partners to: 

• Avoid discount negotiations by component. No muss. No fuss 

• Simplify customer land and expand strategy building by simply adding a new SKU with each 

solution 

• Widen opportunities as partners can satisfy customer preferences for on-prem and SaaS 

consumption models with one offering 

 

7. Will Cisco and HPE be implementing the SKUs? 

Cisco is targeting SKU availability in April. HPE is scheduled for May. 

 

 

SALES DETAILS 

8. Is there any change to how partners obtain a quote and place an order for Cohesity offerings? 

There is no change to the current sales transaction process. Partners will still work with our distributors 

to obtain a quote and place orders. The only difference is that the transaction should be much smoother 

and faster. 

 

9. How are the new Software Services SKUs priced?  

These SKUs will be metered like our existing SKU, on a per backend TB basis. We have ensured that the 

pricing is competitively matched and allows for existing convert or renew licenses from the existing to 

the new model with price neutrality.  

 

10. What happens to existing in-progress customer projects and any associated open quotes based 

on the older component SKUs? 

It is a partner decision about how you would like to handle the deal. Both licensing options are available 

until July 2022. You can retain the legacy component-based SKU quotes or re-quote using the new 

model. 

 



 

 

11. Will the new Software Services-based SKUs be available as perpetual licenses? 

No. The new Software Services-based SKUs will only be available as subscription SKUs.  

 

12. Will the new Software Services-based SKUs be available in different term periods with lower 

$/TB for longer terms? 

No. The new Software Services-based SKUs will only be available in 1-year terms. 

 

MIXING AND MATCHING SKUs 

13. Can customers mix and match component-based and Software Services-based SKUs? 

Yes. Customers can mix and match component-based and services-based SKUs, and the new Software 

Services-based SKUs within a cluster as well as across clusters and locations.  

 

14. Can customers mix and match different use cases on the same cluster, for example, run 

DataProtect and SmartFiles services SKUs on the same cluster? 

Yes. Customers can mix and match multiple Software Services on the same cluster.    

 

15.   Will customers have the flexibility to migrate their Software Services-based licenses across 

hardware platforms and environments, including on-premises to the public cloud and SaaS?  

Yes. Software Services-based licenses can float and be reused across platforms and sites for customer-

managed infrastructure. However, there will be different SKUs for customer-managed vs. Cohesity-

managed services.  

 

16. Can customers use the same Software Services-based SKUs across their virtual environments? 

Given customer-managed virtual environments (VEs) are smaller, we will have separate VE SKUs. 

 

RENEWING, RETIRING AND CONVERTING SKUS 

17. Will the old software component-based SKUs be retired?  

Yes, in July 2022. Here is the detailed timeline:  

• August 2021 - All customers will receive EOS notice that will be effective July 2022, providing a 

one-year transition period 

• July 2022 - End of sale for component-based SKUs 

• Perpetual component-based SKUs will remain on the pricelist, as this will be the only Perpetual 

option for customers 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

18. Will customers have the flexibility to purchase software component-based vs. Software 

Services-based SKUs? 

 

Current Customer (existing or new cluster) - Component-based SKUs 

- Software Services-based SKUs 

- Convert to Software Services-based SKUs 

- Mix and match both SKU models 

New Customer - Software Services-based SKUs 

 

19. Can existing customers convert their current licenses to the new Software Services SKUs?  

Yes, existing customers can convert their component-based SKUs to single Software Services SKUs. 

Please work with your distributor to help with the conversion.   

 

20.    How can my customers convert their existing component-based SKUs to Software Services based 

SKUs? 

We have conversion-specific SKUs. Please work with your distributor to convert your existing customers 

to Software Services-based SKUs.  

 

21. While renewing their component-based licenses, will customers be required to convert to the 

new Software Services-based SKUs? 

We do expect all new customers and renewing customers to switch to the new packaging. If there is a 

concern about a specific customer, please reach out to your distributor.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  


